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Everyone has kisses for Baby, from Mami and Papi to perro and gato. Using simple Spanish words,

this charming read-aloud proves that love is the same in every language! Parents won't be able to

resist giving baby muchos besos as they share this bilingual read aloud, filled with bold, graphic

illustrations, with their little bÃ©bÃ©!
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It's a cute book and cute illustrations. With this being said this book is not a bilingual book at all. The

description of the book said that it had an English rhyme followed by the Spanish refrain which it

simply does not. On one page you will have "daddy shares kisses, tickles, and giggles. " and the

Spanish part will only say "besos, papi, besos ". This goes on through out the book. In all there is

only 11 words in Spanish in the book with besos being repeated countless times.

This is a cute, well illustrated board book for babies. The colors and illustrations are nice and it

teaches a few Spanish words, but it's not the most exciting book and there was less Spanish than I

expected.There isn't really a narrative; it's just different kisses from Mommy, Daddy, the dog, the

wind, etc. There is a little phrase in English ("Mommy loves kisses, sweet as can be.") and then the

following page includes the Spanish for kisses and the Spanish of whoever is doing the kisses

("Besos, Mami, besos.") Every page follows that pattern, but doesn't connect with or move a story



from the following pages. I was disappointed by how little Spanish there was; with 10 kissers plus

the word for kiss, there are only 11 Spanish words in here. I was hoping for something that would be

a little more bilingual.Still, the repetition and rhythm is nice and the baby (4 months) really enjoys

listening to it. Because there isn't really a story, I suspect it won't be as captivating once he's a little

older, but we'll see.

Not bilingual. Grammar is not correct. Does not translate, only contain nonsense in both English and

Spanish. Example: "baby wants kisses. One, two, three!" And then on opposite page "Besos,

bebÃ©, Besos." That makes no sense! Not a learning tool.

Very cute book! I was afraid it was going to be very Spanglish but one page in English, then one

Spanish. Doesn't mix them up in sentence which is important to me. Very fun book to read. Great

illustrations

I think this book is very cute. Especially for our bilingual household. Some of the wording is a little

weird but overall it is cute. Most importantly my 18 month old likes it!

I purchased this durable book for somebody I know who doesn't speak very much English so that

they may read to their baby. I love this book and they love this book. I think the best thing about the

book is that it is written and English and in Spanish.

This book is absolutely adorable. My 9 month old squeals with excitement if I even just say the title

out loud. He loves the illustrations and I love that it's in English and Spanish throughout the book.

Looking for a gift for a new baby? This item fits the bill for those who wish to raise affectionate and

culturally diverse children. This book will grow an infant to the toddler stage when the toddler can

turn the memorized pages. The illustrations are bright and meaningful even to the smaller children.

Who would not want to add a little love into a child's life?
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